
 

FONTAINEBLEAU - 16 March 

Race 1 

1. PRENGARDE - Dual hurdle winner on cross country debut here. Others preferred. 

2. BIPBIP DES BRIERES - 11L third in this discipline at Saumur on reappearance. This looks tougher second up. 

3. BILBO D'ASSAULT - 19L fifth on second cross country outing over track and trip 26 days ago. Place option. 

4. CAP MIX - Three time cross country winner and fair fifth in Listed Prix Louis De Guebriant two back. Go well. 

5. EN TEMPS VOULU - 2L scorer in a similar course cross country chase prior to a DQ latest. Key player. 

6. ELARIAC DE LOUED - Four placings from seven starts in this discipline. Could strip fitter second up. 

7. DIAMS DU RIVAGE - Going well when falling two out in a similar course and distance cross country chase on 

reappearance. Top chance. 

8. BARCAROLLE - One placing from eight starts in this discipline. Unlikely to threaten. 

Summary 

DIAMS DU RIVAGE (7) traveled well prior to being brought down in a similar course and distance cross country chase 

on reappearance. Set for a forward showing if none the worse. EN TEMPS VOULU (5) delivered a 2L success in a 

similar event prior to a DQ. Player. Consider CAP MIX (4) if able to build on a Listed fifth two starts ago. BILBO 

D'ASSAULT (3) maintains a place chance as he remains unexposed in this discipline. 

Selections 

DIAMS DU RIVAGE (7) - EN TEMPS VOULU (5) - CAP MIX (4) - BILBO D'ASSAULT (3)  



Race 2 

1. PATRICIEN - Unplaced in four chase starts. Hard to enthuse. 

2. MANHATTAN GARDEN - Off the mark on fourth hurdle outing on reappearance. More needed on chase debut but 

not discounted. 

3. HEROGADOR - Seventh in both chase outings thus far. Needs improvement but may place. 

4. HERE I AM - Listed Prix Finot winner over this trip on debut prior to a pulled up and third effort. Key player on chase 

debut. 

5. EMILA ROMAGNA - Yet to place in six hurdle starts to date. Best watched on first chase outing. 

Summary 

HERE I AM (4) looks tough to beat if taking to fences on chase debut after winning a Listed hurdle in three previous 

outings. MANHATTAN GARDEN (2) got off the mark with a narrow margin success on his fourth hurdle attempt. May 

have more to come on first start over fences. HEROGADOR (3) needs improvement after two modest chase runs but 

might find the frame. PATRICIEN (1) is another who could challenge for a minor placing. 

Selections 

HERE I AM (4) - MANHATTAN GARDEN (2) - HEROGADOR (3) - PATRICIEN (1)  



Race 3 

1. SENSITIF - 15L runner up on hurdle debut in a stronger Pau race. Open to progress. 

2. ROYAL GEMIX - One placing from eight hurdle starts. Plenty to find. 

3. ERIK LE VIKING - Unraced Norse Dancer gelding. Best watched. 

4. ONE SIGN - 16L defeat in a similar track and trip hurdle on debut. Needs marked improvement. 

5. CANFORD WINE - Unplaced in four career starts. Hard to recommend. 

6. SUR LE ROQUES - Unplaced in six hurdle outings thus far. Progress needed but first time cheekpieces may help. 

7. COMPLET THON - 9L third over course and distance at this level on reappearance. Could strip fitter second up. 

8. KERADAM - Pulled up in this company over track and trip at the start of the month. Others more reliable. 

9. CQUILEPATRON - 13L seventh in this grade here on reappearance. Work to do but unexposed. 

10. SHANNDAR - Yet to place in four hurdle starts. Limited appeal. 

11. BATMAN ROYAL - Four abject runs to date. Look elsewhere. 

Summary 

SENSITIF (1) delivered an encouraging second in a stronger Pau event on hurdle debut. Scope for progression. Top 

chance. COMPLET THON (7) posted a 9L third over track and trip in this grade on reappearance. One to note with 

fitness on side. SUR LE ROQUES (6) might improve with first-time cheekpieces enlisted. Not to be underestimated. 

ONE SIGN (4) finished eighth on debut and could challenge for a placing second up. 

Selections 

SENSITIF (1) - COMPLET THON (7) - SUR LE ROQUES (6) - ONE SIGN (4)  



Race 4 

1. GYALCO - One chase win from five outings and underwhelming fourth on return. More needed. 

2. GLACE DES MERS - 4L third in a stronger Pau chase prior to a fall latest. Go well. 

3. GARGOTE DU LARGE - 2L victory on second chase outing at La Roche-sur-Yon. Keep safe as unexposed. 

4. GARDE AVOUS - Pulled up on sole chase start. Needs dramatic improvement. 

5. GUAIPARD - Yet to complete over fences. Needs sharp progress. 

6. GINE SACRE - Beaten out of sight in two hurdle starts. Hard to recommend on chase debut. 

7. GARBURE - Dual hurdle winner who finished a fair seventh in Listed Prix Francois De Poncins at Auteuil 103 days 

ago. Top chance on chase debut. 

Summary 

GARBURE (7) could be tough to pass on chase debut if able to translate good hurdling form including a seventh in the 

Listed Prix Francois De Poncins at Auteuil. GLACE DES MERS (2) delivered a 4L third in a better Pau chase prior to a 

fall last time out. Firmly in the mix. GARGOTE DU LARGE (3) is unexposed after a success on second chase start. 

Keep in mind. GYALCO (1) could sneak a placing if building on his reappearance fourth. 

Selections 

GARBURE (7) - GLACE DES MERS (2) - GARGOTE DU LARGE (3) - GYALCO (1)  



Race 5 

1. C'EST L'HEURE - Seven time chase winner who finished third over track and trip on reappearance. Consider. 

2. MESTER - Good second at Cagnes-sur-Mer prior to pulling up in the G3 Grand Prix De La Ville De Nice latest. Big 

chance eased in grade. 

3. CALL GREGORIUM - Dual chase winner in this grade prior to below par hurdle effort at Auteuil. Go well.  

4. FEU FOLLET SIVOLA - 11L second in this company here prior to pulled up run in a stronger Auteuil chase. Suitable 

target. 

5. BULIVAL - Beaten a long way in a minor chase on reappearance. Needs significant improvement second up. 

6. ROYAL NAVY WARSHIP - Placed in previous two starts in this company before held up in class latest. Each way 

chance. 

7. TAHANRUN - Midfield in both claiming chases since resuming. Others have more convincing profiles. 

8. NAPOLITAIN SIZING - Fair fourth here on chase debut but pulled up subsequently. Prepared to overlook. 

9. WHITE WOOD - 13L fifth in a similar chase at Angers last time. Could run into a placing. 

10. WAIT AND WIN - Fell on chase debut on reappearance. Best watched. 

Summary 

MESTER (2) finished a solid second at Cagnes-sur-Mer prior to being pulled up in the G3 Grand Prix De La Ville De 

Nice. This is a more suitable target. Top chance. C'EST L'HEURE (1) can be considered. This seven time chase winner 

managed a good third over track and trip latest. CALL GREGORIUM (3) looks an each way chance if returning to 

previous chase form. FEU FOLLET SIVOLA (4) maintains place aspirations easing in class. 

Selections 

MESTER (2) - C'EST L'HEURE (1) - CALL GREGORIUM (3) - FEU FOLLET SIVOLA (4)  



Race 6 

1. KAUTO ONE OF MAY - 48L defeat on debut at Argentan 114 days ago. May need this. 

2. HEIDI DU SEUIL - 15L sixth in a better course and distance event 26 days ago. Could progress. 

3. HOLIDAYS - Beaten a long way on hurdle debut. Needs sharp progress. 

4. GARDE KAP - Midfield effort prior to a fall on second hurdle start. Prefer to watch. 

5. EXIMIA - Fifth in a stronger course and distance hurdle on second start in this discipline. Each way option. 

6. HAPPYBOUM LIDA - 6L sixth on hurdle debut at Strasbourg over a similar distance. Can progress. 

7. HYMNE FAMILIAL - Beaten out of sight on first outing. Others preferred.  

8. MELLE APRIL - 19L defeat in a stronger Auteuil hurdle on debut. This is easier. 

9. QUEEN BOURBON - Unraced Buck's Boum filly. Market check advised from a top stable. 

10. JOAILLERIE - Unraced No Risk At All filly. Keep in mind as profiles favourably. 

11. CHANTAZIA - Unplaced in seven flat races. Others preferred on hurdles debut. 

12. HISTORIETTE - Sixth on sole start in a course flat race. Open to improvement. 

13. PRINCESS LEA - Dual flat winner but beaten a long way in previous two outings. Others have stronger claims. 

14. PICCADILLY - Daughter of Montmartre on debut. Keep safe. 

15. EMERGENTE - Bathyrhon filly having her first outing. Player for top connections. 

Summary 

EMERGENTE (15) profiles well on debut racing for top connections. The daughter of Bathyrhon can be taken seriously 

in this winnable event. EXIMIA (5) ran fifth in a stronger course and distance hurdle on her second hurdling outing. 

Warrants thought. QUEEN BOURBON (9) is another debutante who could go well hailing from a top stable. Keep safe. 

HEIDI DU SEUIL (2) looks one to note after a 15L sixth in a stronger track and trip hurdle. 

Selections 

EMERGENTE (15) - EXIMIA (5) - QUEEN BOURBON (9) - HEIDI DU SEUIL (2)  



Race 7 

1. HONNEUR DES OBEAUX - Up in the weights after a 2L success in a stronger course handicap hurdle on 

reappearance. Go well.  

2. COLONEL D'AUMONT - Narrow winner of stronger Lyon Parilly handicap hurdle 114 days ago. Do not dismiss. 

3. FAVA HAS - Down the field in a stronger Auteuil handicap hurdle earlier this month. Place chance. 

4. MOODLY - Not completed in previous two chase starts. Others preferred switching to hurdles. 

5. CIRANO DE PAIL - Three placings from six starts at this trip and fair sixth latest. In the mix eased in class. 

6. DEAL BAIE - Successful at this level previously and scored in a claimer two back. Each way prospect. 

7. BLACK BOA - Won two of three previous chases since resuming. Contender reverting to hurdles. 

8. GRIS SECRET - Unplaced in five hurdle starts. Hard to enthuse. 

9. ECLAIR DES BRIERES - Ran out when last seen over hurdles three starts ago. Prepared to overlook. 

10. SHULIN - Yet to place from six hurdle outings. Unlikely to feature. 

11. GUMP MADRIK - Good second in a stronger Compiegne handicap hurdle on reappearance. Key player. 

12. SAALUSTE - Beaten a long way in a better handicap hurdle at Auteuil earlier this month. Others preferred. 

13. UN AMOUR DE RISK - Four moderate efforts since resuming. Needs improvement. 

14. JOSHUA DREAM - 26 race maiden. Impossible to recommend. 

Summary 

GUMP MADRIK (11) produced a good second in a stronger Compiegne handicap hurdle on reappearance. Key player. 

HONNEUR DES OBEAUX (1) is respected following a 2L success in a stronger course handicap hurdle when making 

reappearance. COLONEL D'AUMONT (2) is among the chances following a victory in a better Lyon Parilly handicap 

hurdle 114 days ago. Do not dismiss. DEAL BAIE (6) could find a placing on best form. 

Selections 

GUMP MADRIK (11) - HONNEUR DES OBEAUX (1) - COLONEL D'AUMONT (2) - DEAL BAIE (6) 


